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In [N. Metropolis and Gian Carlo Rota. Witt Vectors and the Algebra of 
Necklaces, Adu. in Math. 50 (1983). 95-1251, Metropolis and Rota show that the 
cyclotomic identity provides a linkage between the necklace ring and the ring of 
Witt vectors. In this paper we study this linkage. Let & be the class of rings A with 
the property that the additive group of A is torsion-free. We will prove that the ring 
of Witt vectors over A for any AE.~ is isomorphic to a suitably defined subring 
of the necklace ring of the rationalization A @ Q of A. alternatively to a subring of 
the aperiodic ring of A. A major part of this paper is concerned with a development 
of the properties and relationships involving the aperiodic ring, which parallels the 
treatment of the necklace ring given in [N. Metropolis and Gian-Carlo Rota, Witt 
Vectors and the Algebra of Necklaces. .4dr. in Math. 50 (1983), 95-1251. In 
addition we translate the combinatorial proof of the cyclotomic identity given by 
Metropolis and Rota [N. Metropolis and Gian-Carlo Rota. The cyclotomic 
identity. Conrenlp. Math. 34 (1984), 19-271 into the language of species in the 
sense of Joyal, thereby making clear the “naturality” of the identity. (’ 1990 
Acadermc Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Unless otherwise stated the rings we consider will be commutative, 
associative rings with 1 #O. All ring homomorphisms will be assumed to 
preserve the identity elements. Given a ring A we will consider only those 
subrings of A which have the same identity element as A. For any 
commutative ring A let Nr(A) denote the necklace ring of A as defined in 
* Both authors were supported by NSERC grant A8225 while carrying out this work. 
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[3, Section 43. For any integer II > 1, let M(cr, n) denote the number of 
necklaces of length n that can be formed out of an alphabet containing c( 
letters, where c( is an integer 20. It is well-known [3] that 
Here p is the Mobius function. The definition of the necklace ring is 
motivated by the identities connecting M(c$, n) with M(cr, i), M(/3, j) and 
M(P’, n) with M(/?, j) [3, Theorem 2 and 41. In [3, p. 1071, the concept of 
the Ghost ring Gh(A) of any commutative ring A is introduced and a 
natural map 8: Nr(A) --f Gh(A) defined. In case the additive group A is 
torsion-free we will show that 9 is injective, in case A is divisible, we will 
show that 8 is surjective. The ring Nr(A) comes equipped with two families 
of additive homomorphisms : 
V,: Nr(A) -+ Nr(A) 
F,: Nr(A) - Nr(A) 
for each integer r > 1, called the Verschiebung and the Frobenius operators. 
These operators can also be defined on Gh(A) and are preserved by 0. 
For any integer n 2 1, let S(a, n) denote the number of aperiodic words 
on length n over an alphabet containing a letters, where CI is an integer 20. 
It is well-known [3], that 
S(a,n)=nM(sr,n)=~ p J cd 
din 0 
Motivated by the identities connecting S(c$, n) with S(a, i), S(fi, j), and 
S(/?‘, n) with S(fi, j) [3, Theorems 1 and 31, we will associate a com- 
mutative ring Ap(A), called the aperiodic ring of A, with each commutative 
ring A. It will turn out that Ap(A) is a “better behaved” functor of the com- 
mutative ring A than the functor Nr(A) of A. The reason for this is the 
simple fact that the “cyclic polynomials” S(cc, n) are polynomials with 
integer coefficients and the identities connecting s(afl, n) with S(CL, i), 
S(B, j) and those connecting S(/Y, n) with S(/?, j) have all integer coef- 
ficients. We will define additive homomorphisms: 
‘Jr: AP(A) + AP(A) 
F,: AptA) -+ AptA) 
for each integer r 3 1, again called the Verschiebung and Frobenius 
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operators, respectively. It turns out that we can also define dioided 
Verschiehung operators : 
V:: Ap(A) + Ap(A) 
V:: Gh(A) + Gh(A) 
for r B I, and a natural homomorphism 
@J : Ap(A) --t Gh(A). 
Unlike 8: Nr(A) + Gh(A), we will find that @ is an isomorphism for all 
commutative rings. Moreover @ will preserve the Verschiebung, Frobenius, 
and divided Verschiebung operators. We will also define a natural ring 
homomorphism 
Y: Nr(A) + Ap(A) 
preserving the Verschiebung and Frobenius operators. The diagram 
Nr(A) A Ap(A) 
DIAGRAM 1 
will be commutative for each A. 
Using the fact that M(X, n) = (l/n) Cd,,, p(n/d) F’E Q[X] has the 
property that M(li, n) E Z for every k E Z, in [3, Section 41 it is proved that 
every element a = (a,, a,, a,, . ..) E Nr(Z) can be uniquely written as 
(infinite sum) with LX,, c(,, a,, . . . in Z, where for any a E Z we set 
M(cc)=(M(cc, l), M(a, 2), M(sr, 3) . ..) in Nr(Z), (cf. [3, p. lOS]). We note 
that it is not true in general that M(a, ~)EA for every aEA, even when A 
is an integral domain of characteristic zero. This necessitates some changes, 
which we will carry out in the present paper. Our results will be valid for 
all rings A E d. This class of rings is much larger than the class of integral 
domains of characteristic zero. We will see that the ring Ap(A) is better 
suited for carrying out these changes than is the necklace ring Nr(A). 
The proof of the cyclotomic identity given in [3, 43 can be recast into 
the language of species, in the sense of Joyal [2]. In the last section we deal 
briefly with this species interpretation of the cyclotomic identity, showing 
for example that it is “natural” in the sense of Joyal. 
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Before presenting the results of this paper, we record in Section 2 some 
preliminary facts which follow from a basic result about polynomials over 
infinite fields. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For any commutative ring R, the polynomial ring over R in n indeter- 
minates X,, X2, . . . . X, will be denoted by R[X,, . . . . A’,]. For any integer 
n > 1, S(X, n) E Z[X] and M(X, n) E Q[X] will denote respectively the nth 
cyclic and necklace polynomials, namely, 
(1) 
Let 
S(XY, n) = c p ; (XY)“E Z[X, Y], 
din 0 
M(XY,n)=~S(XY,n)~Q[X, Y]. 
For any two integers Y > 1, s > 1 let 
IM(X’Y’,~)=~~(X’Y‘;~)EQ[X, Y]. 
We now state a well-known result in field theory. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let K be an infinite field. Let A, be an infinite subset 
ofK,fir 1 < i < n. Suppose FE K[X,, . . . . X,] satisfies F(a,, . . . . a,) = Ofor all 
(a,, . . . . a,,) E A, x . x A,. Then F= 0 in K[X,, . . . . A’,,]. 
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The proof is similar to the proof of [ 1, Chap. I, Exercise 1.43. Applying 
the above proposition to Q[X, Y] and regarding Z[X, Y] as a subring of 
Q[X, Y], [3, Section 3, Theorems 1 to 61 yield the following identities: 
S(XY, n) = 1 S(X, i) S( Y,j) (3) 
[I. ,I = II 
S(X’,n)= 1 3% i) (4) 
;,:[r./]=nrj 
S(xJ (r.~lyr~o-..~J, jz) = 2 S(X, i) S(Y, j) (5) 
i,,r., = n(rr,.\/J 
M(XY,n)= 1 (i, j)M(X,i)M(Y,j) (6) 
[1.,l=n 
M(X', ?I)= 2 
/ j, [r. j ]  =nr: 
; M(X j) (7) 
M(X”‘(‘.J) yvcr. Sl) n) = 
(ri Jj) 
,,(r.,l;H(,i.,, (r.s) M(X3 z)“(Y3j). 
(8) 
Here (3), (4), (5) are identities as polynomials over Z and (6) (7) (8) are 
identities as polynomials over Q. Observe that if j is an integer > 1 
satisfying [r, j] = nr, then j/n is an integer 3 1. 
3. CONVOLUTION IN Nr(A) AND THE UMBRAL CALCULUS 
Let m and n be integers 3 1 and r,,, = M(X, m) M( Y, n)~ Q[X, Y]. 
Observe that X”Y” is the highest total degree term occurring in r,,,,. It 
follows that 
is a basis for Q[X, Y] over Q, hence 92 is a linearly independent set over 
Z. Let T be the Z-submodule of Q[X, Y] generated by B. Then T is a free 
abelian group with B as basis. Also we have 
X”= c dM(X,d) 
dim 
Y”= c dM(Y, d) 
(9) 
(10) 
x’“Y”= 1 dd’M(X, d) M( Y, d’). (11) 
‘/~rn,J’lll 
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From (9), (lo), and (11) we see that Z[X, Y] CT as abelian groups. From 
(6) we see that M( XY, n) E T. 
Let now a = (a,, a2, u3, . ..). b = (6,, b2, 6,, . ..) be any two elements of 
Nr(A). There is a unique homomorphism L= La,b: T-+ A of abelian 
groups satisfying 
L(i)= 1 
uwx ml) = Qm 
LW(Y,n))=b, 
L(~,.n) = amb,. 
From (9), (lo), and (11) we get 
(121 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
L(F)= c da,, 
dlm 
L( Y’l) = c d’b,. 
d’ln 
(16) 
(17) 
L(X”y”)= 1 dd’a,h, 
dlm.d’ln 
=(-g-qy4 
= L(Xrn) L(Y”). (18) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let a * b=c=(c,, c2, c3, .,,) in Nr(A). Then L= L,.,: 
r -+ A defined above satisfies 
UWXY, n)f = f,, forall ~31. 119) 
ProofI From the definition of convolution in Nr(A) we have 
= C (i,i) L(r,,j) 
[i./] =n 
= 
L 1 (CAJ-i., 
[i,j]=n 
= L 1 (~,j)~(X, i)M(Yti) 
Ct. jl = n > 
= L(M(XY, n)) from (6). I 
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4. THE NATURAL HOMOMORPHISM 6 
The Ghost ring Gh(A) of a commutative ring A is defined as follows. As 
a set, Gh(A) consists of infinite sequences 
g=(L g,, 523 $733 . ..) 
with g, E A for i 3 1. We consider 1 to be occurring at the zeroth place and 
gi to be occurring at the ith place. If h= (I, h,, h2, II,, . ..) is another 
eIement of Gh(A), the sum g + h and the product g. h are defined by 
g+h=(l, g,+h,, g,+h,, g,+lz? . . . . 1 (20) 
g.h=(L g,h,, gzk, gjh,, . ..). C-21) 
Then Gh(A) is a commutative ring with 0 = (1, 0, 0, . ..) as the zero element 
and 1 = (1, 1, 1, . ..) as the identity element. For any a = (aI, a,, a3, . ..) E 
Nr(A)let t9(a)=9=(1,ti,,Ci2,Ci3 ,,.. ) E Gh(A) where ci,, = Cdln dad for every 
n3 1. As shown in [3, p. 1073, the mapping tI:Nr(A)-tGh(A) is a 
homomorphism of rings. We rewrite the proof using the above umbra1 
method. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The mapping 8: Nr(A)+Gh(A) is a ring homo- 
morphism. 
Prooj That 8 is a homomorphism of additive groups is clear. Also the 
identity element of the ring Nr(A) is (1, 0, 0, . ..) and 8 carries it to 
(1, 1, 1, . ..) which is the identity element of Gh(A). 
Let a=(a,,a,,a,, ) and b = (h,, b2, b,, . . . ) be any two elements of 
Nr(A), and c = (c,, c2, c3, . ..) = a * b in Nr(A). Writing 9, 6, and k for O(a), 
B(b), and Q(c) we have 
= C dL(M(XY, d)), 
where L = L,,,: T -+ A as in Section 3. Hence 
E,, = L 
c 
1 dM(XY, d) 
41 n 
= L( (XY)‘l) = L(X”Y”) 
= L(X”) L( rn) from (18) 
= ri, b,, from (16) and (17). 
Thus $=a.6 in Gh(A). l 
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By means of specific examples we will show that 8: Nr(A) -+ Gh(A) in 
general is neither injective nor surjective. 
EXAMPLE 1. (i) When A = Z/22, the elements 0 = (0, 0, 0, . ..) and 
a = (0, l,O, 0, . ..) in Nr(A) satisfy d(O)=@(a)= (l,O, 0, . ..) of Gh(A). Thus 
0 is not injective in this case. 
(ii) Let g = ( 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, . ..) E Gh(Z), namely, g is that element of 
Gh(Z) with g, = 2, g, = 1 for k # 2. Then it is easily seen that there is no 
element a E Nr(Z) with @a) = g. Thus 
is not surjective. 
8: Nr(Z) -+ Gh(Z) 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A be a commutative ring. 
(i ) If the additive group of A is torsion-free then 
8: Nr(A) --t Gh(A) 
is injective. 
(ii) Zf the additive group A is divisible, then 
8: Nr(A) + Gh(A) 
is surjective. 
In particular, if A contains Q as a subring, then 
0: Nr(A) + Gh(A) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof: (i) Suppose a = (a,, a,, u3, . ..) and b = (6,) b2, b,, . ..) in Nr(A) 
satisfy /3(a) = B(b). Then 
c da,= c db, for all n3 1. (22) 
din din 
In particular, for n = 1 we get a, = b, . Assume n > 1 and inductively that 
a, = b, for j < n. Then (22) yields na, = nb,. Since A is torsion-free, this 
yields a, = 6,. Hence a = b in Nr(A). 
(ii) Assume that the additive group of A is divisible. 
Let g = (1, g,, g,, g,, . ..) be any element of Gh(A). We want to show 
that there exists an element a = (a,, a2, a3, . ..) E Nr(A) satisfying Q(a) = g, 
or equivalently 
c da,= gn forall n3 1. 
din 
(En 1 
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u, = g, clearly satisfies (E, ). Let n > 1 and assume inductively that we have 
found a,, a?, . . . . a,,-, in A so as to satisfy the equations (E;), for 
1 6 i 6 II - 1. Then a,, E A has to be chosen so as to satisfy 
na,, = g,, - c da+ 
;d~?r.d<,l; 
Since A is divisible, there exists such an element a,, in A. 1 
5. THE APERIODIC RING Ap(A) 
Throughout this section A will denote a commutative ring with identity 
1 # 0. The aperiodic ring of A, denoted by Ap(A) is defined as follows. The 
elements of Ap(A) are infinite sequences a = (a,, a?, a3, . ..) with U,EA for 
all i3 1. If b= (b,, h,, b,, . ..) is another element of Ap(A), then addition 
and multiplication in Ap(A) are defined by 
where 
a+b=(a,+b,,a,+b,,a,+b, ,...I 
acb=(u,,u,, uj, . ..). 
u,, = C aibi. 
[i. j] = PI 
(23) 
(24) 
Ap(A) is a commutative ring with identity. Rather than verify this directly, 
we will adopt an indirect method. We will define a natural map CD: 
Ap(A) + Gh(A), and show that it is an additive isomorphism preserving 
multiplication. This will not only prove that Ap(A) is a commutative 
ring, but it will also show that @ is an isomorphism of rings. For any 
element x = (x,, x7, x3, . ..) E Ap(A) we define G(x) = (1, .f,, .f2, Z,, . ..) 
where X, = Cd,” ?cd. Let nr, n be integers 3 1 and H,,,. = S(X, rn) S( Y, n) 
in Z[X, Y]. From (1) and (9) (which could be rewritten as 
X” = C+ 8X d)), we immediately see that 
~li”{W3~&7.1” rS(Y,n)Jn~,“iH,,,,~,~,.,,~, 
is a basis for Z[X, Y] over Z. Given x = (x, , x,, .y3, . . . ) and 
Y = (II,, .I’?, Y3, ... ) in Ap(A), there exists a unique homomorphism 
l=L,, : Z[X, Y] + A of abelian groups satisfying: 
l(l)= 1 (25) 
I (S( ‘Y, HZ) ) = .I-,,, (26) 
/(St y, n)) = .I’,, (27) 
~(ff,,,,,,) = -ym ?‘,I’ (28) 
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From X” = Cdlrn S(X, d), we get 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be any commutative ring. Then 
(i) the mapping @ : Ap(A) + Gh(A) is an isomorphism of the additive 
group Ap( A) onto the additive group Gh( A). 
(ii) For any x, y in Ap(A), 
@(xoY)=QYx).@>(Y) in Gh(A). 
Proof: (i) It is clear that @ is a homomorphism of additive groups. 
Let x = (x,, x2, x3, . . . ) E Ap(A) satisfy Q(x) = (1, 0, 0, 0, . ..) the zero element 
of Gh(A). Then for every n>, 1, Cdln x,=0. For n = 1, this yields x, =O. 
Assumen>1andthatxi=Ofor1~i6n-l.From~,,,x,=Owenowget 
x, = 0. Thus x = 0 E Ap(A). This proves that ker @ = 0. 
Next let g = (1, g,, g,, g,, . ..I b e an arbitrary element of Gh(A). We 
want to find an element x = (x,, x2, x3, . ..) in Ap(A) satisfying 
for all n > 1. For n = 1, this gives x, = g,. Assume n > 1 and that we have 
found X~E A for 1 < i < n - 1 satisfying the equations (C,), . . . . (C,- ,). Then 
x, E A must satisfy 
x, = g, - c Xd. (cl) 
dln.d<n 
Equation (Ck) completely determines x,,. This completes the proof of (i). 
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(ii) Let xoy=z=(z, ,zz, 23, . . . ) and Q(z) = (1, 5,. Z,, . ..). Then 
; - -tl -c d,n zd. Also 
;d= i,if=dYi?i 
= 'C l(S(x,jfS(Y,j)) 
[i,j]=d 
=I 1 S(X,i)S(Y,j) 
cl.J] =d > 
= l(S(XY, d)) from (3). 
Hence 
5, = c l(S(XY, d)) 
din 
=I c S(XY, d) 
( dlfl > 
= l((XY)'l) = l(X"Y") 
= l(iY)l( ,'I) by (31) 
= .u,, J,, . 
This proves (ii). 1 
For every integer r 3 1, additive homomorphisms 
Vr: AptA) + AP(A) 
F, : Apt A) -+ Ap(A 1 
V:: Ap(A) + Ap(A) 
V,: Gh(A) + Gh(A) 
F,: Gh(A) -+ Gh(A) 
V:: Gh(A) + Gh(A) 
are defined as follows: 
For any x = (x1, x2. x3, . ..) E Ap(A), 
v:x=y=(y,,,v~,?'3,:.. 1 
and 
F,x=u=(ul,u2,u3 ,... ), 
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where 
1 
0, if rjn; 
J’,, = 
-x”M> if rJn 
u, = c xj. 
{ ,: [r. j] = nr ) 
For any g = (1, g,, g,, g3, . ..) E Gh(A) we have 
V:g=h=(l,h,,h,,h, ,...) 
and 
where 
F,g=c=(l, cl, ~2, ~3, . ..I. 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
c, = g,,,. (35) 
In both cases we set V, = rV:. The operators V,, F,, and V: will be respec- 
tively referred to as the Verschiebung, the Frobenius, and the “divided 
Verschiebung” operators. 
For the necklace ring Nr(A), the operators 
V,: Nr(A) -+ Nr(A) 
F,: Nr(A) -tNr(A) 
are defined in [3, p. 1021. 
We define Y: Nr( A) + Ap( A) as follows : 
For any a = (a,, a?, a3, . ..) E Nr(A), 
Y(a) =x = (x1, x2, x3, . ..) E Ap(A), 
where .Y, = na,. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Y: Nr(A) -+ Ap(A) is a ring homomorphism. Moreover 
Nr(A) P AP(A) 
\# 
(WA) 
DIAGRAM 2 
is a commutative diagram. 
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Proof We have already seen that 0 is a ring homomorphism and that 
@ is an isomorphism of rings (Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 5.1). Hence if 
we show that Diagram 2 is commutative, it follows automatically that Y is 
a ring homomorphism. 
Let a=(a,,a,,a, ,... ) be any element of Nr(A). 
Let 
Then 
x = (.x1, x2, x3, . ..) = Y(a). 
where 
y,,= C xd= C dad=C),,, 
dl n II ,, 
and 8(a)=a=(l,d,,ci,,ri,, . . . ). This shows that 0(a) = @Y(a), proving the 
commutativity of Diagram 2. 1 
THEOREM 5.3. (i) 19 and Y preserve the Verschiehung and the Frohenius 
operators. 
(ii) @ preserves all the operators V:, F,, and V,. 
Proof: We first prove (ii). 
Let x = (x,, xz, x3, . ..) be any element of Ap(A) and 
v:x = y = ( y, 1 >‘I, J’3, ... 1 
F,x=u=(ul,uz,zt3,...) 
in Ap(A). Let Q(x) = g = ( 1, g, , g,, g,, . ..) E Gh(A) and 
~(y)=h=(l,h,,hz,h3 ,...) 
@(u)=c=(l,c,,cz,c3 ,...) in Gh(A). 
Then h, = Cdln yd. We know that yd = 0 if r 1 d. Hence if r j II, then r j’ d for 
any divisor A of n, yielding h, = 0 if r j II. If II = kr, writing d = rl for those 
d where r 1 d, we get 
hl = c J-r/ = c -x/ = gk = g,,,,. 
r/Irk Ilk 
Thus h = VLg, yielding @(V:x) = V:@(x). Since V,= rVi we also get 
@(V,x) = V,@(x). Also 
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If [j, r] = dr, with dl n thenjl nr. Conversely, letjl nr. Since r 1 [j, r] we will 
have [j, r] = dr for some d 2 1. From j I nr and r I nr we immediately get 
[j, r] I nr, dr I nr, and d I n. Thus 
Hence c, = g,,, yielding c = F,g in Gh(A). This means that 
@(F,x) = @(II) = c = F,g = F,@(x). 
This completes the proof of (ii). That 8: Nr(A) -+ Gh(A) preserves V, and 
F, can be proved similarly. Hence we omit the proof. That Y preserves V, 
and F, now follows from the commutativity of Diagram 2. 1 
THEOREM 5.4. The operators V, and F, satisfy the following identities: 
(a) V,V, = V,, 
(b) FsV, = F,, 
(c) F,V,=r Id 
(d) F,V, = V, F, whenever (r, s) = 1. 
ProojI Identities (a), (b), and (c) are proved for Nr(A) in [3]. The 
proofs of (a), (b), and (c) for Ap(A) are similar and hence we omit them. 
We will prove (d) for Nr(A). 
Let a= (a,, a,, a3, . . . ) be any element in Nr(A). Let V,(a) =c = 
(c,, C?, c3, . . . ) and F,(c) = b = (b,, bZ, b,, . ..). Then 
b,= 1 Lcj. 
;ji[J.s]=ns) n 
However, 
0, if rlj; cj = 
ak9 if j = kr. 
Hence 
b,= C 
rk 
- ak. 
{kl Ckrss] =ns) n 
From (r, s) = 1 we get (rk, s) = (k, s). Hence 
rks rks 
Crk ~1 = (rk, = (k,s) = rCk 31. 
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This in turn yields [rk, s] = ns o r[k, s] = ns. In particular, r[k, s] = ns * 
r 1 ns. Since (r, s) = 1, this yields r I n. Writing n = rnr, we have 
where F,a=x=(x,,?c,,.u, ,... ). From [rk, s] = ns + r 1 II, we see that when 
r 1 n there exists no integer k 3 1 with [rk, s] = ns. Hence, b,, = 0 if r J n. It 
follows that b = V,x = V,F,a. Thus F,V,a = V, F,,a for all a E Nr(A). 
The proof of (d) for Ap(A) is somewhat similar and hence is omitted. 
The validity of the identities for Gb(A) is an immediate consequence of 
the fact that @: Ap(A) --t Gb(A) is an isomorphism preserving the 
operators V, and F,. 1 
Remark. (i) In Ap(A) and Gh(A) we also have 
(e) F,V: = Id. 
(ii) The condition that (r, s) = 1, is vital for the validity of (d) in 
Theorem 5.4. We give an example to show that F,,V, # V, F,$ in general. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let r=s=2 and a=(l, 1, l,O,O ,...) in Nr(Z). Then 
F2V,a=(2,2,2,0,0,0 ,...) and VzF2a=(0,3,0,0,0, l.O,O,O ,... ). Thus 
F,V2a f V, Fza. 
In the general case we have the following, 
PROPOSITION 5.5, For my ttso integers r 3 1, s 3 1 u’r he 
F,V, = (r. s) F, ,r,.yj .V, ,r.o 
= (r. s) V, cr.o. F., ,r..,,. 
ProoJ We have 
F,‘J, = F,,,,,,F,,,,V,,.~,V, (r..sl 
from (a) and (b) of Theorem 5.4. Also 
F,r.s,V,r,i, = (r, s) Id 
from (c) of Theorem 5.4. 
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from Theorem 5.4 of the present paper, since r/(r, s) and s/(r. s) are 
relatively prime. 1 
The necklace polynomials M(X, n) E Q[X] satisfy the condition that 
M(a,n)EZ for every aEZ. For each aEZ, let M(a)=(M(a, l), M(a,2), 
M(a, 3), . ..) in Nr(Z). Let r denote the additive subgroup of Nr(Z) 
generated by elements of the form V,M(a) with r 3 1 and aE Z. [3, 
Section 4, Proposition l] asserts that r is a subring of Nr(Z). [3, 
Section 4, Proposition 21 asserts that r is invariant under the Frobenius 
operators. However, the proof of [3, Proposition 21 is somewhat 
incomplete. To establish the proof, one has to show that F,V,M(a) is in r 
for all sZ 1, r> 1, and FEZ. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. r is invariant under all the Frobenius operators F, for 
sb 1. 
Proof. F,V,M(cO= (r, s) Vrifr.,) F,,~,,,y~ M(a), by Proposition 5.5. However, 
F,,(, ,,M(a) = M(aS’Cr,s’ , 1 
as observed in [3, Section 41. Hence 
F,V,M(a) = (r, s)V,,,,,,M(a”“‘.“‘) 
which is clearly in r. 1 
Note. [3, Section 4, Theorem 21 shows that every element a E Nr(Z) 
can be written as an “infinite sum” 
M(a,) + V,M(a,) + V,M(ax,) + . . . . 
(The sequence of integers { ak jk z 1 are called the necklace components of a.) 
For any such sequence of integers the above sum will be an element of 
Nr(Z). However, a typical element of r is a finite sum of the form 
k,M(a,)+kzV,M(a,)+ ... +k,V,M(a,) 
with k, and a, in Z for 1 d id n. Thus it is not clear that r will be the whole 
of Nr(Z), contrary to the apparent claim in [3, p. 1033. 
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Since S(X, n ) E Z [X], for any ring A and any element c1 E A, the element 
S(sr, II) will be in A. Let 
SCa)=(S(a. I), S(a, 2), S(a, 31, . ..)cAp(A). 
LEMMA 5.7. For atzy r E A and an?’ integer r > 1 tve have 
(i) V,S(r)=a=(a,,a2,a, ,... ) ,z,here a,, = 0 if r 4 n and a,, = rS(u, k). 
(ii) F,S(r) = S(cc’). 
Proqf: (i) is clear from Lhe definition of V,. 
(ii) We have S(X’,n)=~;, r,.~,,=,l,.lS(X,j) in Z[X] from (4). 
Hence 
S(a’, n) = 1 S(a, A. 
[;:[r.,J=rrr; 
This yields S(cC) = F,S(s(). 1 
PROPOSITION 5.8. For a?zj’ a, /3 in A and an)’ two integers r 3 1, s >, 1 M’e 
have 
(V,s(cc))~ (V,yS(fl)) = (r, s) Vlr.,,,S(~J:(r.J)B)“lr.J)) (361 
in Ap(A). 
Proof: Writing w  = (M’, , MI?, u’~, . ..) for (r, s) Vcr~,,,S(cc”“‘~“‘~“‘~~~)), we 
have 
0, 
““= 
if [r, s] jn; 
(r, s)[r, s] S(ctA!(r,s’~r”r.5J, n/[r, s]), when [r, s] 1 n. 
Assume [r, s] (n. Then we have (r, s)[r, s] = rs and 
,~/(w’p”‘, [,-ys, - = c S(a, k 1 S(P, 1)kOr. \, = ncrk.sl),[r..,] 
from (5). Hence 
w, = rs c S(a,k) W, 1) 
k/(r,s)[r.s] =n(rk..rO 
= c rS(a, k) sS(B, 1) 
klrs=n(rk,sI) 
= c rS( a, k) sS(fl, 1) 
rkl,;‘(rk. I.7 , = n 
= C rS(a,k)sS(/3,l). 
rrk.lr] = ,, 
(37) 
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Let 
V,S(c() = x = (x1, x2,13, . ..). 
v,s(B)=Y=o~,, Y2, .Y3,...) 
and 
(v,s(~))~w,w)) =c = (c,, c2, c3, . ..I 
Then ~,,=C~i,~l=~-~iy,,; Y- = 0 if Y :, i, .‘c,~ = . , rS(a,k); y,=O if s/j and 
ysI= sS(fi, [). It follows that c, = 0 if [r, s] j n and 
when [r, s] /n. Using (37) we see that c, = W, for ail n > 1 or c = w. Hence 
(V,S(a))o (V,S(/?)) = (r, s) VCr,s,S(~6’(‘,S’Br’(‘.s)) 
in Ap(A). j 
Since the nth coordinate of V,S(a) is 0 whenever r > n, given any sequence 
(akJkZ, of elements in A, the infinite sum 
is a well-defined element of Ap(A). Denote this infinite sum by 
X7= i V,S(uk) (observe that V, is the identity map). 
For any ‘x E A we have CC’ = Cdln S(CC, d ). This immediately yields 
@(S(a)) = (1, a, a’, u3, . ..) E Gh(A). S ince @ commutes with the Verschie- 
bung operators we immediately get the following. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Let (cQ}~~~ be any sequence of elements in A and 
a=Ck”,, V,S(CQ)EA~(A). Zf@(a)=(l, g,, g,, g,, . ..)EGL(A) then 
(38) 
Before proceeding further we want to comment that Nr, Ap, and Gh are 
functors from commutative rings to commutative rings equipped with 
Verschiebung and Frobenius operators. Given a ring homomorphism 
f:A -P B the maps 
Nr(f ): Nr(A) -+ Nr(B) 
b(f) : AP(A) -+ AP@) 
Gh(f ): Gh(A) + Gh(B) 
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are defined in the obvious way, by applying f coordinate-wise. Then 
Cp: Ap + Gh is an equivalence of functors, while 0: Nr -+ Gh and 
Y: Nr + Ap are natural transformations of functors. To establish the 
relationship between the ring of Witt vectors over A and the rings Nr(A). 
Ap(A), etc. we have to study the effect of “rationalization” of A on the 
functors Nr and Ap whenever A is a ring with the property that the 
additive group of A is torsion-free. This will be carried out in Section 7. 
But as a first step, we will study Nr(A), Ap(A), and Gh(A) for rings A 
containing Q as a subring. This will be carried out in Section 6. Note first 
that if f: A 4 B is any injective ring homomorphism. then clearly Nr(f‘), 
Ap(f), and Gh(f) are injective. 
6. Nr, Ap, AND Gh FOR RINGS CONTAINING Q AS A SUBRING 
Throughout this section A will denote a commutative ring containing Q 
as a subring. Then for any c( E A, M(cc, n) = I/n S(cr, n) is a well-defined 
element of A. Using this we can prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. A17.v element a = (a,, a2, a3, . ..) in Nr(A) can be 
unique/y written as xF=, V, M(c~~) with CLUE A for k> 1. 
The proof of this is similar to that of [3, Section 4, Theorem 21 so we 
omit it. 
The elements elk E A will be referred to as the necklace components of a. 
We write a = [a,, x2, x3, . . . ] to denote that all are the necklace components 
of a. It is clear that for any c1 E A, the isomorphism 8: Nr(A) -+ Gh(A) 
carries M(x) to (1, LY, LX’, g3, . . . ). Since 0 preserves the Verschiebung opera- 
tions we immediately get the following. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Zf a =C,“=, V,M(a,) in Nr(A) and 8(a) = 
(1. g,, gl, g,, . ..)eGh(A) then 
(39) 
Using the fact that 8: Nr(A) -+ Gh(A) is a ring homomorphism, we get 
from Proposition 6.2 the following as an immediate consequence. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let a = [a,, ctz, x3, . ..] and b= [p,. jlz, /j3, . ..I be any 
two elements of Nr(A) expressed in terms of necklace coordinates. Let 
a + b = [E.,, i2, i.,, . ..I 
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a * b= bl, y2, y3, -1. 
Then for any integer n > 1 we have 
(40) 
(41) 
Remark. Propositions 6.2 and 6.3 are valid for A = Z (even though Z 
does not contain Q as a subring). We only need [3, Section 4, Theorem 21. 
Using the fact that Y: Nr(A)+Ap(A) is an isomorphism and that 
Y(M(cc)) = S(N) for any a E A we immediately get the following proposition 
as a consequence of Proposition 6.1. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Any x = (x, , x2, x3, . ..) E Ap(A) can be uniquely 
written as CF= I VkS(/lk) with ljk E A for k > 1. 
The elements PI; will be referred to as the aperiodic components of x. 
We will write x = (bl, p2, bs, . . . ) to indicate that the ljk are the aperiodic 
components of A. 
Remark. The analogue of Proposition 6.4 is not true for Ap(Z). As 
already seen in Example l(ii), 0: Nr(Z) +Gh(Z) is not onto. From 
Diagram 2, it follows that !P: Nr(Z) -+Ap(Z) is not onto. Since 
Y(C,“,, V,M(a,)) =C,“= r V,S(a,) we see that only the elements in 
Y(Nr(Z)) can be written as C,“= r V,S(a,) with a, E Z. 
7. BEHAVIOR OF Nr AND Ap UNDER RATIONALIZATION 
Throughout this section A will denote a commutative ring with the 
property that the additive group of A is torsion-free. There is a natural ring 
structure on AOz Q = A@Q. Multiplication in A@, Q arises from 
(aOq)(b@q’)=ab@qq’ for any a, b in A, q, q’ in Q. The map 
j: A + A @ Q given by j(a) = a @ 1 is an injective ring homomorphism. We 
will write A0 for the rationalization A @ Q of A and consider A as a subring 
of A, using j. Since A, contains Q as a subring, fI: Nr(A,) -+ Gh(A,) and 
Y: Nr(A,) --t Ap(A,) are isomorphisms. Using the injective ring 
homomorphisms Nr(j): Nr(A) + Nr(A,) and Ap(j): Ap(A) + Ap(A,), we 
regard Nr(A) and Ap(A) as subrings of Nr(A,) and Ap(A,). From 
Proposition 6.2 we see that any aENr(A) can be uniquely written as 
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C,“= 1 V,M(a,) with cik E A,. Similarly, from Proposition 6.4 we see that 
any x E Ap(A) can be uniquely written as x =x:1, V,S(bx.) with fik E A,. 
We will refer to (ak jk a , as the necklace components of a and (Bkjlia, as 
the aperiodic components of x. Note that the elements cxk and Pk are in 
general elements in A,, the rationalization of A, and not elements in A. 
Given a sequence (Ed jk a 1 of elements of A, Cc= 1 V,M(a,) is an 
element of Nr(A,), whereas C,‘=, V,S(a,) is an element of Ap(A) itself. 
The isomorphism Y: Nr(A,) + Ap(A,) carries the element C,“= l V,M(c(,) 
of Nr(A,) onto the element xF=“=, V,S(cr,) which is in Ap(A) itself. Let 
i 
,% 
d(A)= 1 VkM(xk)lc+~Aforallk31 cNr(A,) 
x-=1 I 
z,EAforallk> 1 
The above observation shows that Y(Y(d(A))=D(A). Our main aim will 
be to show that d(A) is a subring of Nr(A,) and establish a linkage 
between this subring and the ring of Witt vectors over A. As observed 
above, the isomorphism Y: Nr(A,) +Ap(A,) carries d(A) to D(A). Thus 
D(A) will be a subring of Ap(A,) and further D(A) is contained in the 
subring Ap(A) of Ap(A,). Hence D(A) is a subring of Ap(A): Moreover, 
D(A) is intrinsically defined, i.e., we need not pass through the rationalization 
of A. 
8. UNITAL POWER SERIES 
In [3, Section 61, Metropolis and Rota attempt to establish a linkage 
between the necklace ring of A and the ring of unital power series over A, 
when A is an integral domain of characteristic zero. The results as stated 
there are only valid for rings A containing Q as a subring. In particular, 
if A is a ring whose additive group is torsion-free, the results as stated in 
[3, Section 61 are valid for the rationalization A,, of A. Our aim in this 
section is to modify these results so as to be valid for all A E ,c4. 
Throughout this section A will denote a ring in the class rd and A, will 
be the rationalization of A. Write 1 + A,[ [z]] for the set of unital power 
series over A,. Let y : Nr(A,) + 1 + A,[ [z]] be the map defined as follows. 
For each c= (cl. c2, cx, . ..)eNr(Ao). 
1 y(c)= n - 7 
,i > ,~>, 1-Z” 
Then “u’ is a bijection. If d = (d,, dz, d3, . ..)? then ~(c +d) =y(c) y(d) the 
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usual product of the power series y(c) and y(d). The cyclic producr, 
y(c) * y(d) is defined by y(c * d). Writing y(c)@?(d) for the product 
y(c) y(d), then 1 + A,[ [z]] is a ring under @ as addition and * as multi- 
plication. 
is an isomorphism of rings. 
THEOREM 8.1. d(A) is a subring of Nr(A,). Moreooer, 
Y(~(A)) = 1+ ACCzll 
Hence 1 + A[ [z] ] is a subring of 1 + A,[ [z] ] under c.vclic addition and 
cyclic product and 
YI aA):~(A)+l+A[[zll 
is a ring isomorphim. 
Proof: Let c = C,“=, VkM(ak), d = X:k”= 1 VkM(Bk) be any two elements 
of d(A). Then ak E A, ljk E A for all k 2 1. The cyclotomic identity yields 
y(c)= n 
1 1 
,,,1_Cc,_,k 
and y(d)= n ~ 
k>, 1 -Bkzk’ 
In particular, y(c) and y(d) are in 1 + A[ [z]], hence y(c + d)) = y(c) y(d) E 
1 +A[[z]]. Writing y(c)y(d)= 1 +a,z+a,z2+a,?+ ..., from [3, 
Section 6, Theorem l] we have 
(42) 
for a unique sequence (&}k,l of elements in A,. Also from the same 
theorem, Ak is a polynomial with integer coefficients in ai, az, . . . . ak. This 
means that Ak E A for each k > 1. Equation (42) implies that 
y(e) = Y(C) r(d) = Y(C + d), 
where e = C,“= I V,M(&). The bijective nature of y implies e = c + d. From 
I,EA for allja 1, we see that eEd(A). 
To complete the proof that d(A) is a subring of Nr(A,), we need only 
observe that 
V,M(a) * V,M(/I) = (r, s) VCr,J,M(aJ’(‘.“B’i”.“‘), 
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That y(d(A))= 1 +A[[z]] is an immediate consequence of [3, 
Section 6, Theorem 11. This completes the proof of Theorem 8.1. 1 
It follows that the latter part of [3, Section 8, Theorem l] should read: 
THEOREM 8.2. For any ring A ES/, the ring of Witt vectors over A is 
isomorphic to the suhring A(A) of Nr(A,); or equiculent!,, it is isomorphic 
to the s&ring D(A) qf.Ap(A). 
Remark. When A = Z it follows from [3, Section 4, Theorem 23 that 
A(Z) is actually isomorphic to the necklace ring of Z. D(Z) is precisely 
the image of Nr(Z) in Ap(Z) under the injective ring homomorphism 
Y: Nr(Z) + Ap(Z). 
9. THE CYCLOTOMIC IDENTITY VIA SPECIES EOUIVALENCES 
The proof of the cyclotomic identity given in [4] can be recast in terms 
of equivalences of species in the sense of Jcyal [2]. The object of this 
section is to carry out this interpretation, thereby making clear the 
“naturality” of the identity. 
For any set A and 4 the empty set, i: $ + A will denote the inclusion 
map. 
Let j be an integer >O. A j-uniform linear partition of a set S consists 
of the following data: 
(i) A partition of S into blocks of size j; and 
(ii) A linear order on each block (of size j). 
When there is aj-uniform linear partition on S, we havejl IS/. 
Let lin, be the species defined by 
lin;(E) = ” 
if /El #j; 
all linear orderings of E, if JEl =j. 
The generating function, #lin,(z), of this species is clearly 
flin,(z) = :I. 
We will require also the species lin (of all linear orders) and the species 
perm (of all permutations). Although lin and perm are not isomorphic as 
species, they do have the same generating function, i.e., 
#lin(z)= #perm(z)=(l -r))‘. 
The structures of the species lin(lin,) are the ordered pairs (q, E.‘), where q 
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is a j-uniform linear partition of E and A’ is a linear order on the set q. The 
generating function for the species lin(lin,) is 
#lin(lin,)(z)= (1 -z’)-‘. (43) 
[4, p. 21, Algorithm l] yields the following well-known identity. 
LEMMA 9.1. 
lin(lin,) = 1 lin,,, 
n>O 
for any integer j >, 1 (lin, is the empty set species). 
Note. Recall that lin, is the species with Ilin,(d,)I = 1 and l&(E) = 4 if 
E# 0. 
[4, Algorithm 21 yields the following. 
LEMMA 9.2. lin x lin and lin x perm are isomorphic as speks. 
Let cyc.. be the species of painted permutations. Writing lin-l for the 
species with structures 
(lin-l)(E) = 
lin( E), if E#d; 
43 if E=&. 
[4, Algorithm 31 yields the following identity. 
LEMMA 9.3. cyc. > lin-1. In particular, 
#cyc.(+~+z2+z3+ ... =z(l-z)-1. (44) 
Let A be a nonempty set and 6 a primitive necklace in A of length j >, 1. 
We denote the length of 6 by 161. Let w =a,a2 “.aj be a cutting open of 6. 
This means 6 is the conjugacy class of the word w  in the free monoid on 
the set A. 
Let (f, a) be a cyclic placement of E in A of period 6. Then IEl = jr for 
some r >, 1 and there exists an element e E E with the property that 
f(e)f(de)) ...f(o jr-‘(e))=(a, . ..a.)‘. (45) 
If e E E satisfies (45), then the set (e, a’(e), c (rP “l(e)> is exactly the set of 
all elements u E E satisfying 
f(u)f(a(u))~~~f(aj’~‘(u))= (al . ..a.)‘. (46) 
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Even though the elements a,, a2, . . . . a/- of E may not all be distinct, there 
exists a unique subset Ej (depending onf, 0, and w) of E, for each integer 
i in 1 6 i < j, characterized by the following condition : 
In fact, if e E E satisfies (45). then 
Thus given a fixed cutting open w  of 6, for any cyclic placement (f, a) 
of E in A with period 6, it makes sense to talk of the subset of E which 
corresponds under (f, a) to the ith position of the cutting open. 
Let CycPl,A denote the species whose structures on the set E are the 
cyclic placements of E in A of period 6. We will describe [4, Algorithm 41 
in two stages. The first step will be the application of the algorithm to 
CycPl$‘. For this purpose we choose a cutting open w  = a, a2 ai of 6 and 
fix it throughout the following argument. 
Let (f, a) E CycPl$( E). Let E, be the subset of E corresponding to the 
first position of w  under (f, a). Let eE E,. Algorithm 3 associates to (e, G) 
a linear ordering 1, on E, namely, the one with 
e<a(e)<o’(e)< ... <dp’(e) (where 1 El = rj) 
as its listing. In turn this yields: 
(1) a j-uniform linear partition 9 of E with blocks 
B, = (e, a(e), . . . . CT- I(e)>, B2 = (d(e), . . . . d-- l(e)}, . . . . 
B,= {CJ “--“j(e), . . . . or’-‘(e)}, 
and an obvious linear order on each block, namely, the one induced by /1 
on each block ; 
(2) a cyclic permutation 6 on the set q of blocks, namely, the cycle 
B, + B, + + B, + B, 
A different choice of element in E, leads to the same j-uniform linear parti- 
tion q and the same cyclic permutation of q. In fact any other element of 
E, is of the form e’ = a“‘(e) with 1~ k < r - 1. If we used e’ instead of e we 
would get the linear partition with blocks Bk+ r, . . . . B,, B,, . . . . B, with the 
linear order induced by 1. on each block and the cyclic permutation 
B k+,-+ .‘. -+B,+B,-r.‘. +Bk+Bk+,. 
These are the same as q and 8. 
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Conversely, let a pair (q, T) be given where q is a j-uniform linear parti- 
tion of E and r is a cycle on the blocks of q. Let B,, B,, . . . . B, be the blocks 
ofqarrangedsothatristhecycleB,-+B?+ . . . --+B,+B,.For l<k<r 
let ek, < . < eu be the listing of the elements of B, under the linear order 
on B,. Let f: E + A be defined by ,f(ekj) = aj for 1 < i 6 j on B, and let cr 
be the cycle on E given by 
e,, +e,,+ .‘. -+ elj + ezl + . -+ e2, 
+e3, + ... de,, -+ ... +e,,+e,, 
Then it is clear that (f, cr)~ CycPli(E). It is clear that (f, (r) does not 
depend on the choice of the first block in q. 
The correspondences described here establish a species isomorphism 
between CycPlf and Cyc(lin,), provided we agree to define 
CycPl f(d) = {(i, IQ). 
LEMMA 9.4. CycPl f 2 Cyc(lin,) where j 3 1 is the length of 6. 
Remark. The second species depends only on the length j of 6 and not 
on the set A. Also, the only primitive necklace of length 0 is the empty 
necklace ( ) and then CycPl ( ) A is the same as the empty set species. 
COROLLARY 9.5. The generating function fur the species CycPl ,” is 
-3 -31 
#cycPl;(z)= 1+++%+3+ ‘..) (48) 
tvheneuer 161 = j 3 1. In particular, the number of cyclic placements of [n] 
intoAofperiod6isOij*‘/6/~nandn!/rz~n=rjSl. 
We now consider the species Pit, where PI:(E) is the set of placements 
of E in A of period 6. We will again choose a fixed “cutting open” w  of 6. 
Let (f, a) E Pli(E). Let 0 = cI oz ... ok be the cycle decomposition of (r 
and Ni the support of cri, i.e., the subset of E consisting of all the elements 
in the cycle 0;. Then (YIN,, cri) is a cyclic placement of N, in A of period 
6. Using w, our previous discussion yields a j-uniform linear partition qi of 
Ni and a cyclic permutation t, of the set q,. Thus using w, from (L G) we 
uniquely obtain the following data: 
(1) A j-uniform linear partition q of E, namely, 
q=q,uqzu ... uq,. 
(2) A permutation r of q, with r = r, r2 . .. r/, the cycle decomposition 
of 5. 
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Algorithm 4 can now be interpreted to yield the following. 
COROLLARY 9.7. The generating function for Pl ,I’ is 
# Pi;;‘(r) = 1 + ,’ + + + =3, + . (49) 
[4, Algorithms 5 and 61 yield the following, where - means equipotent. 
LEMMA 9.8. perm( lin,) - C,, 2 O perm,, ,for any integer j > 1. 
LEMMA 9.9. Pl$ -C ,, 2 ,, perm,,,, whenever / 6 / = j > 1. 
Before we can conclude this section we need the concept of an infinite 
product of species, which does not appear to have been explicitly described 
in the literature. We give a brief description. Let I be an infinite set and 
fMi)i,, a family of species satisfying the following conditions: 
(C,) For any E#& the set I,= {i~ZlM,(E)#q5) is finite; 
(Cz) The set J= (ieli IM,(c+d)I > 11 is finite. 
Then it is possible to define the infinite product species nit, Mi. 
An Z-decomposition of E is a family {E, )ils, of mutually disjoint subsets 
(i.e., E, n E, = # if i # j in I) of E with U, E, E, = E. Since E is finite, in each 
Z-decomposition { Ei},, I, only iinitely many of the E, can be non-empty, 
but these will depend on the decomposition. For any Z-decomposition 
jEi)iEl form the set n,t, M,(E,) (Cartesian product of sets). Let 9 be the 
set of Z-decompositions {E, }, E, of E with Ej = q5 for all i E Z- I,. Clearly 
the set 528 is a finite set. From condition (1) we see that nj, ,Mi( E,) = Qi if 
the decomposition ( Ei Ii,, does not belong to 9. Hence the disjoint union 
of the sets n,,, M,(E,) taken over all Z-decompositions ( Ei],, , of E is the 
same as their union over decompositions belonging to 8. For each decom- 
position {E1}16, belonging to 8, we have 
fl MitEI)= JJ Mr(E,)x JJ Mi(d)x fl M;(d). 
it/ tel.+ IFJ-If ,GJ It L’ J 
The set rLEl--IEuJ M,(d) has only one element, because of condition (2). 
Hence n,EI M,(E,) is a finite set. Thus the disjoint union of nlslMI(E,) 
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taken over all Z-decompositions {E, } I E, of E turns out to be a finite set. 
The product species n,, I M i is defined by 
( > 
n Mj (E)=disjoint union of n M,(E,), 
1st iSI 
taken over all I-decompositions {E, } it, of E. 
In this case the generating function of the species JJ,,, Mi is the same as 
the product nit, P,, where Pi is the generating function of M;. 
Let A denote an alphabet with o! letters. Let A denote the set of primitive 
necklaces in A. It is easy to see that conditions (C,) and (C,) are satisfied 
by the family {P1f}6Ed of species. In fact, if 161 > /El with E # 4, then 
Plf(E) = 4. If IEl = n > 1, the number of primitive necklaces of length 6n 
in A is equal to CkSn M(a, k), which is finite. This proves (C,). Condition 
(C,) is trivial because IPli(#)I = 1 for all SEA. 
PROPOSITION 9.10. PlA N nded Plf. 
ProoJ: Given a placement (f, a) of E in A with E # 4, let 0 = or cz . . ak 
be the cycle decomposition of a. Let N, be the set of elements in ai. Then 
(f IN,, a;) is a cyclic placement of Ni in A, hence has a period die A. 
For any 6 EA, let Ed(f, a)= lJs,=s Ni (the union over those i which 
satisfy hi= 6). Then since E6(f, a) is a union of cycles for a, we get 
a I Ea(~rl E wm(ML a)). 
Let fa = f \E6(f,o) and a6 = aIE(,-o,. Then by the very construction 
cf6, ad) E Plf(E,(f, a)). Observe that this is true even if Ea(f, a) = 4, 
because then ( f6, aa) = (i, Id,), where i: 4 + A is the obvious map and by 
definition Pit(d) = (i, Id,). 
The map (f, a) H ( fs, a6)b E d yields an isomorphism of species 
PIA++ n Pl,A. 
6ELl 
The inverse of this map is described as follows. Given any d-decomposition 
{-%)sed of E, and elements (f6, a,)EP1t(E6), let f: E+A and a: E+ E 
be given by flE-=f6, alE6=a6. The inverse map carries (f6,a6JAs4 to 
(A a) E PI ?E). 
COROLLARY 9.11 (The Cyclotomic Identity). 
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ProoJ: Observe that the generating function Pl:, is 1. Hence from 
Proposition 9.10 we get 
Thus, 
#PIA( n #PI?(z). 
d t d, /61 2 1 
1 
-= 
1 -rxc(= n’- riEA.lbl>, 1 -=16’ 
from (49), 
= ,c, ($J”‘! 
since the number of primitive necklaces of length n in A is M(cc, n). 1 
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